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My  c ity* :  hels ink i

photographer and blogger lauren MeMarian 
shows us around this lively waterside city

30 *Share the simple things in your city. Leave a comment at www.thesimplethings.com or email thesimplethings@futurenet.com
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1  Be sure to pack your 
sunnies when you visit 
– the long hours of light 
can be tough on your 
eyes. 2  Uspenski 
Finnish Orthodox 
Cathedral grandly 
looks out over the bay 
in Kruununhaka – it’s 
said to be the biggest 
in Western Europe.
3  Overlooking the 

grand villas of 
Linnulauluntie on 
Töölö Bay – a quiet 
piece of nature in the 
very heart of the city. 
4  Try the main market 

square’s stalls for a 
midday snack. They’ll 
cook up the freshest 
fish you can find – the 
harbour is inches away.  
5  Cyclists enjoy the 

long hours of sunshine 
and many bike paths.

Most of us live in cities. Even if a tiny part of us yearns 
for the country, it’s hard to deny the excitement of town. 
Every issue we ask one person – clearly in love with their 
city – to tell us what makes it so special. Through their 
eyes, we can take a fresh look at where we live too.

How long have you lived in the city?

We’re relatively new to Helsinki – we arrived in 
December of 2012 and we feel at home already. My 
husband is a mathematician and his research brought us 
here. I’m a graphic designer so my work goes where I go. 
There’s a huge creative scene here, so I’m right at home.

Where are you from originally?

Though I was born in England, I grew up in Japan and 
Germany, then moved to London then Paris. Home has 
always been a bit transient.

Which season makes your city feel most alive?

Definitely the summer. After the long months of winter, 
people flock outside to enjoy the longer days and perfect 
temperatures. There are loads of outdoor festivals and 
events so there’s always a buzz and something to do.

What does it feel like in June?

It’s so relaxed and happy! People enjoy the 19-plus hours 
of sunlight by spending as much time outdoors as 

possible. The weather is absolutely perfect for me: not 
too hot, not too cold and with a sea breeze. Then July is 
the month Finland takes off – schools close, work slows 
down (or stops) and nearly everyone goes on holiday. 
The city gets really quiet, apart from the tourists.

What time of day do you most enjoy?

Photographers call it the ‘golden hour’ – the time just as 
the sun sets and everything is given a soft, warm glow. 
Thanks to the long days, the golden hour here seems to 
last much longer, and the slowly setting sun casts an 
incredible soft, pinky light. It’s really beautiful. In the 
winter it’s the opposite; everything is given an ethereal 
blue tone. The light in this city is incredible.

How does your city smell?

It all depends! In the market square the air is ripe with 
the smell of fish being sold from the boats and the aroma 
of rye bread from the market stalls. On the quiet side 
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streets, the scent of fresh coffee dominates (the Finnish 
drink more of the stuff than any other nation), while 
there always seems to be something baking, whichever 
corner you turn.

What are the green spaces like? 

Helsinki is a wonderfully green city, and on top of it 
we’re surrounded by over 300 natural islands to explore. 
The city itself has sea on three sides, so nature always 
feels very close. There are loads of parks, and if that’s not 
enough, a short drive or train ride out of the city finds 
you deep in the Finnish countryside with lush green 
forests, crystal lakes and bays. We’re very lucky to have 
the small island of Tervasaari right across from our flat. 
It’s a lovely place to dangle your feet in the sea and watch 
the boats pass on a warm evening. Sometimes you even 
see the locals washing their rugs in the traditional way 
in the sea and leaving them to dry on long wooden racks.

Where do you like to escape to?

We love to go with friends to their summer cottages. 
There’s something so relaxing about disconnecting from 
the world. With no running water or mod-cons, the days 
are spent reading, knitting, swimming, fishing and 

eating, then wrapped up with long sauna sessions, cold 
drinks and the best sleep you could imagine. 

What excites you on a daily basis?

Just a trip to the supermarket can be exciting – I recently 
got disproportionately giddy about the pick-and-mix 
pickles there! I’m also excited about discovering the 
little traditional things – I recently found old-fashioned 
shampoo made from tar. It makes your hair smell lovely, 
like a camp fire. Also, you can’t go wrong with a long bike 
ride to a destination that serves cinnamon buns...

What surprises you about the city?

We moved here from London, so the contrast couldn’t 
be greater. I find Helsinki totally refreshing: there’s 
hardly ever any traffic, the pavements aren’t 
overcrowded with people shoving, and the hustle and 
bustle seems very far removed from here. Finns are often 
stereotypically described as a silent and reserved people 
and may come across as cold, but I was delighted to find 
that many hide a wicked sense of sarcastic humour. 
They’re also some of the most kind and helpful people 
you could encounter. Sometimes we look around and 
wonder if it’s all too good to be true!

1  A corner table at 
La Torre is the perfect 
place for a pick-me-up.
2  One of the city’s 

iconic buildings, 
Helsinki Cathedral, sits 
in the centre of Senate 
Square. The steps are 
the perfect spot for 
soaking up the sun.

“We moved here from LONDON, so 
the CONTRAST couldn’t be greater. 
I find Helsinki REFRESHING”
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3  “Helpoaa, Hyvää, 
Lämminta” (“Easy, 
Happy, Warm”) – 
Helsinki in a nutshell.  
4  Sun-seekers enjoy 

the sea breeze (and an 
ice cream) on one of 
the many rug-washing 
docks. 5  Farm-fresh 
fruit and veg at the 
harbour market. Watch 
out for hungry gulls.  
6  Viiskulma or ‘Five 

Corners’ is the place 
for Helsinki’s best 
record shops. 

What do you long for most if you’ve been away?

Definitely karjalanpiirakka. They’re a rye pastry filled 
with cooked rice and served with eggy butter. They 
sound and look a bit odd, but they’re delicious.

What’s your favourite way to get about the city?

The city is easily walkable, so it’s the best way to get 
about. In a city with so many little independent shops, 
walking is the best way to catch something you might 
otherwise cruise by. A lot of the really interesting places 
seem to be hidden in basement levels or behind big 
warehouse doors – on foot you can really explore the 
hidden delights scattered everywhere. A close second 
would be by my trusty bicycle – I’ve got a big basket in 
case I come across any goodies while out and about.

What are your favourite places to meet with friends?

I love to try new restaurants and Helsinki’s foodie scene 
is really booming – there are new places and different 
styles to try every week it seems. There’s a huge interest »

in Restaurant Day, too. Several times a year anyone can 
open their own ‘restaurant’ – some people lower cakes 
in baskets from their flats, and others cook over open 
flames in the parks. It’s always fun to go out with an 
empty belly and see what we come across. We even 
sometimes have a nyyttikestit (pot luck) at somebody’s 
home, where everyone brings a dish and we spend the 
evening eating and laughing. If we’re going to eat out, 
a fave is La Torrefazione. It’s tiny and the coffee roaster 
seems to take up half the floor, but the coffee is worth 
it. I also love exploring the many pop-up events that 
happen in a city as design-orientated as Helsinki. 
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Having Finnish friends has helped me discover the city, 
as they always know what’s happening and are happy to 
translate any interesting flyers or ’zines I may pick up.

Where do you like to eat out in your city?

I really enjoy going out to lunch, especially for a spot of 
people watching. One of the best places for a quick (and 
delicious) lunch is Itamae Sushi (Lasipalatsi). It’s right 
on the corner of a square facing a shopping centre and 
a metro station, so there are always people streaming 
past – bliss for a people peeper like myself. The sushi is 
quick and non-fussy too, especially the grill platter.

Where do you like to go alone?

Apart from spying on lunchtime diners, I like to go to 
the many second-hand shops peppered around the city. 
There’s a fantastic warehouse full of vintage design 
pieces (Vintage Design Market, Tyynenmerenkatu 6, 
Jätkäsaari) that I now have to visit alone – my husband 
can no longer bear to be dragged in there all the time! 
There are also loads of outdoor flea markets in the 
summer I enjoy hunting through.

Where do you find your guilty pleasures?

In every single bakery in this city. You can’t avoid them.

Where would you like to live if you couldn’t live here?

We’d probably move back to Paris, where my husband is 
from, though if we do I’d have to think about opening my 
own karjalanpiirakka bakery – I’m not sure I can live 
without them now! 

1  Be sure to attach 
your love padlock to 
Rakkauden Silta: ‘The 
Love Bridge’. And to 
throw the key into the 
sea. 2  Climb aboard 
the bright red 
Relandersgrund, a 
former lighthouse ship, 
for a lively terrace and 
refreshing lonkero or 
‘long drink’. 3  Or grab 
an ice cream cone 
(jäätelötötterö) from 
the kiosk and soak  
up a free concert in 
Esplanadi Park. 

OnE MuST-SEE PLAcE
Hevikaraoke
corner bar, Hietaniemenkatu 2
karaoke is alive and kicking in Finland, as is 
heavy metal music – so naturally there’s heavy 
metal karaoke. you haven’t seen anything until 
you’ve seen a Finnish woman growling out a 
pantera song. spectacular for a fun night out. 
www.hevikaraoke.fi

A FEW FAVOuRITE SHOPS
Papershop
Mariankatu 15
From screen-printed wrapping paper to 
letterpressed greetings cards, this tiny shop 
has a great selection of illustrated and printed 
paper paraphernalia. small, but perfect. 
www.papershop.fi

Pino
Fredrikinkatu 22
perfectly designed, functional homewares. 
From modern geometric containers to 
old-fashioned wooden dish scrubbers, this 
shop has the best designed basics around.
www.pino.fi

Kauniste
uudenmaankatu 27
their beautifully designed and illustrated tea 
towels, serving trays and more can be found 
in interior mags and design blogs. if you can’t 
make it to helsinki, they have an online shop too.
www.kauniste.bigcartel.com

FAVOuRITE cAFÉ
Johan & Nyström
Kanavaranta 7c
overlooking the baltic and nestled in a 
converted warehouse, this cosy cafe offers a 
grand selection of coffees and teas, served by 
the rather dapper and super-lovely barista, pasi.
www.johanochnystrom.fi

PLAcE TO SEE bY nIGHT
Kallio
the camden town of helsinki, the vibrant and 
trendy district of kallio offers the best of Finnish 
nightlife. hop from bar to bar – you’re sure 
to find something you like. and Finnish beer 
comes in several strengths, so choose wisely…
www.nopsatravels.com

PLAcE TO buY A SOuVEnIR
Salakauppa
Postikatu 1
this adorable tiny shop is the best place to 
find something your friends will really like. 
the designers put their own quirky twist on 
traditional Finnish factory-made products. 
www.salakauppa.fi

LAuREn’S 
PRIVATE TOuR
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Lauren MeMarian is 

a graphic designer and 

photographer specialising in 

food and environments: visit 

her site at www.likka.co.uk. 

She also has a blog at  

www.suskandbanoo.com.
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